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Seme aspects of CP viola-

tion in gauge theoriesy-ffce topics covered include a discussion

o£ the Kobayashi-Maskava six-quarks model. Models of soft- CP

violation (extended Higgs sector) , the strong CP problem and

finally some speculations relating CP violation and magnetic

charges in non-abelian gauge theories.
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It it my intention in these lectures to present

a review of CP violation, vithin the context ©f gauge theo-

riesv Í In this way, «y lectures depart fro» the main st re an

of the School, being wore phenomenologicai in spirit»

The outline &i the lectures is as follows. I

begin with a brief revi** of the experimental situation regard

ing CP violation, discussing the K° - K ° system and the

electric dipole moment of the neutron. Next, the phenomenology

of CP violation is established» first by shoving the predic-

tions of the superveak model (outside the framework of

gauge theories) ana then by illustrating the several possibi-

lities available for describing CP violation in gauge theories,

The Xobayashi-Maskava model is discussed in

more detail in Section IV. Section V is devoted to the sponta

neous violation of CP (extended Higgs sector). I discuss, in

Section VI, the problem of strong CP violation, calling atteii

tion to its open nature. Finally, in the last section, I
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present some speculations of ray own on a possible.connection
• % * • •

-i between CP violation and magnetic charges in non^abeliart

' gauge theories.

II. The Experimental Situation

•) The K^K* Astern

The discorevy, in 1964, by Christewon,

Fitch and Turlay that the long lived kaon decays into two

pions, proved unambiguously that CP is not a symmetry of the

world. Remember that K° and VC* , the states vith definite

strangeness, are not mass eigenstates. These, let us call

and VC< » can De defined as (assuming CPT invarianee)



Of course, if^fiÇ i s conserved £ should van-

ish, £ i s thus a Measure of the amount of CP violation in

the tC*- ¡f system.

The experimental quantities measurable in K.

decays are.

ft

We can also introduce another quantity,
i, . ,

which is a measure of the amount of CP violation in the' ' ' ¿'
decay amplitude K"^¿1t . ê is defined as (adopting the

phase convention f\D



Êi (li 3)

where & § # * are theX*O,2. amplitudes for K-**C and

and Oj, are the I » O and X » 2. phase shifts, res-

pectively. There is the following relation between £ . €f »

. md

(II.4)

»
measures the deviation of f T*~ I from unity (more on

this letter on).

W<? can write £ in terms of ftti and MI the

K*-VC° mass and width transition matrix elements,

the experimental result

and 'KV|̂ -i|| .rlRe í̂ ia. r ve obtain.



fe, is computed from the &$*2effective hamiltonian for the

|C#-R* mixing, while é 1 is computed fro» th« ftS»,_A èf

tive hamiltonian responsible for veak non-1 eptonic decays*

will return to these hamiltonians when discussing the Kobaya-

shi-Maskava model. As ve will see later on, the quantity C

is important for discriminating between models of CP violation

Before closing this section, it is useful to

show the experimental values of the above mentioned quantities

characterizing CP violation in the K°-VC° system .

4>oo
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III. Th> Phenomenology of C? violation

a)supem/eak Phenomenologyv / (outside the gauge context)

In this Model, CP violation is due to a new in-

teraction» weaker than the usual one» vhich violates stiange

ness by two units, nixing Kt» and K« . Therefore, in this

simple model CP violation occurs only in the mass matrix. The

reason for presenting this old model, which l ies outside the

framework of gauge theories, i s that i t will set a standard

against which the gauge models will be compared. As an exer-

cise let us estimate the strength f of this new interaction

Remember that we want to explain the value 6 ^ 1 < l o

The amplitude for K ^ Z i T can be written as,

(HI.!)

A(Kc"£J -3
where the last equality comes from the ratio mKÍKil¿y

>x<i0 -

We see that ^ * l - * £ A ^ t * . What is &*nw» ? Since

receives contributions fro» 2.1C intermediate states, while K u

receives fro» 3 ^ states, &Tl\,$ can be written as,
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Where **flH i s a typical hadronic mass scale.

Combining (III . l ) and (II 1.2), for TA t a few hundred MeV,

•fives . ;. ,.•:''•••'••
* i

Ct I0**1 ¿r (in.3)

hence the time superweak.

The superveakmçdel predicts,

6* * ° (III.4)

Later we will see how the several models of CP

violation compare with the superweak predictions, vhich, by

the way, are in good agreement with the data.



b) Gauge Theories .

The attempts at describing CP violation in gauge

theories are rendered non-trivial, since the CP violating in-

teraction nust respect gauge invariance and renormaiizability.

We have the folloving possibilities for incorp£

rating CP violation in gauge theories (leaving aside the 0 -

term of 0C&).

i) Enlarge the quark sector up to at least Six flavours

(Kobayashi-Maskava »odel(3))

ii) Enlarge the Higgs sector of the standard m o d e l v y

to «ore than one Higgs doublets^ *»13J

iii) Allow £o* right-handed charged currents^14?

we consider in turn each of the above possibili-

ties, for the moment just outlining the principle behind each

mechanism, leaving the details of the phenomenology for sec-

tions IV and V.

i) robayashi-Maskava Model

In the standard Weinberg-Salam model , with

four flavours (u,d,sfc,) and one Higgs doublet, quarks are



assigned tó léft-hãndéd doublets (.d'L > \s') L and right-

handed singlets, where the *eak eigenstates d- and S are re

lated to the m.iss eigéhStates cL and-S by,

ÍÍXl.5)

The Cabibbd iatíik ii «¿iifctíy real and since rignt-haaded

quarks are singílet,, there is no possibility for CP violation.

However, the situation changes if the number of quark dou-

blets is increased, sinfce hov as first shown by Kobayashi and

Maskava* , the Càbibbó matrix is no longer necessarily real.

To see how this happens; let us remind ourselves of hov the

Cabibbo matrix arises.

In the electrowealc model, employing spontaneous

break down of syttrtetry^\, quarks acquire their masses from

Yukawa couplings vith-the Higgs scalars. We then diagonalize

and make real'the quark mass matrix, by making an unitary
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ira» formation on the quark fields, changing then to a phy*-

ieaj basis. As a consequence of this change of basis, the

chai ted current is rotated and this rotation is decribed by

thf onoralized Cabibbo matrix.

•••;•'. Let us call by r those quarks with charge +2/3,

N lenoting quarks with charge -l/3 and ^ , YV the basis in

vhic • the »ass matrix is diagonal. This is achieved by the .

trar formations.

(III.6)

Under (III.6) the charged current is rotated to,

and he generalized Cabibbo matrix is identified as



• f-' • ' ; • " • ' i '
' • . ¡ • . . .

• - •

s o

• • • » * •

%

. Since we have 1 ^ quark fields, it is

sible to absorb H f l n r a t e t e r s redefining the phases of
' ' 'i ' ' "- i , . . « i , ( ' . . . '

j
. ••!' . V " ' " ' .

which the

• &

• ' • * ,

are the Bttler angles characteri

the

which

fields. For

such phase in ly ing CP violation in the charged Current.

For six Flavours Cn~3) i t i s standard to write

(112.9)

The first impression is that we have achieved
. • • " • • ' • • ; ' • • • ' / ' { ' . • { ' ' • . . . ' ' - ' . ' \ ' ' '•';' • ' . ' *

a very n«tural description of CP violation. Unfortunately

tlits l iMi t t m tinety tó w* will show in section IV# the

#odel does not provide • natural answer to the question of



why CP violation ti so small. The model also faces problems

in connection wltft the strtmg -CP. problem, (section VI).

1' v'.

i i - . Spontaneous CP Vi

Unlike the Kobayashi-Maskawa model, which allows

for imaginary couplings in the t heo ry , models o f Spontaneous

.,.;';• . CP violation start fro» M CP-symmetrlc theory where al l cou-
. . • ' • • A . ' . , ' • - . - - • ' . " , • ~ •

•:>. plings are assumed real* CP is conserved before spontaneous.

. symmetry breaking, ftois kind of model has at least two attrac

•?: • tive features not present in the Kobayashi-M&skawa model;

.;; firstly it is possible to wiéerstand in. a natural fashion why

CP violation is so small and secondly/ by making use of the

spontaneous breakdown mechanism, it is consonant with the .''-.

•'•• central idea of ratificationf whereby symmetries should be .

spontaneously broken»

The basic idea in spontaneously broken- CP vio-

lation models ir to introduce more than one doublet of Higgs

scalars, such that a nontrivial relative phase exists, at the

minimum of the Hlggf potential, between the vacuum expectation;

of the Higgs doublets. The requirement is that the minimum of

the extended Higgs potential be such that,
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<•.>-(««*•) ><&-- [D(III.10)

ni th <T¡ and Ü^ real and (&),*;„, such that there is

actual CP violation , fe^iU^-^Iflt t for instance .

CP violation occurs in the exchange of Higgs

bosons and now it is possible to understand the smalness of

CP violation. Recall that the Higgs coupling V\, with a quark

of mass "WV, is

(III.11)

Higgs exchange between quarks produce an effec

tive 4-fermion interaction with strengthr

(in.

for reasonable values of 'Tnfi/m̂  # Fí5r

These models will be in general of the milliweak type.

The several models of CP violation through
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Higgles, differ considerably from each other in their predic

tions. They can be roughly classified as superveak models 2»

envolving two Higgs doublets and milliweak models ' '

using three Higgs doublets. The differences between these mo-

dels will be discussed in Section V.

IV. The Phenomenology of the Kobayashi-Maskawa Model

1. The IfC'-ÍC0 system.

Recall that U | * ¿j= - j ^ ^ ^ - , and

that the box diagram (Fig.l), which was used to calculate

Re NVau does also give a contribution to I m M I J L , since

now we have imaginary couplings in the charged current (

See (III.9)).

(18)A calculation of the box diagram gives f

Re

\r l^i,1«\t/Mj ) i s a function of Ou . ) . We see thatwhere i , t / j )

in order to have Ifrl* I© , i t i s required that

t which can be achieved by making ô t l ô j and Ò
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of order 10 or any one of then of order 10~* with the

others finite. We are still not able to determine each of the

angles 0t , &•$ and o separately.

For a recent review of attempts to determine the

angles of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix see re£.20. It suffices

tere to say that experimental information on p decay combi-

ned with information on semileptonic hyperon decays put a

(19)
limit S3£o.i> on violation of universality . Shrock,

'20)
Treiman and Wangv obtain for the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix

the following central values,

o.n 0.11 cot*

- O . 1 X O.tf-ftttMÁ i f
(IV.2)

\ r

A controversial point for t.he Kobayashi-Maskawa

model i s the question of how much this model reproduces the
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superweak phenomenology. If the model i s indeed supt . . t .; , i t

should predict \ fc \<<»M«\ . Originally i t ¿/as tno a * that

th i s vould happen t s ince the K i T * ^ decays v/ouiò •-• i n -

'i!hibited by the Zweig nule (see Fig.2), in vhic. cuse -'i! would

vanish. The situation is more complicated since tne p-./.ĉ i.i

diagrams which are used for enhancing the L "-£--'V5- cirrplrude

(21)

for non-leptonic decays may make a-sizeable co.trit,rion

to 6 ' . The controversy lies in estimating m e ^ ̂  ci

the contribution from the penguin diagrams- The calculi1-.or.
(21 22 23)relies on short-distance expansion ' ' for projects of

four-quark operators. The effective Kamiltonian is a sorr. of

Wilson coefficients multiplied by local four-quark op rotors.

In the leading logarithm approximation,

—• /
!
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where Ai is the renoraalízation point.

Now, if, penguins are important in non-leptonic

decays, contributing to the enhacement of the &X=í/£ ampli-

tude, it is not possible to have (\o real (recall that H o

Is the I - 0 part ofthe amplitude for K~»KT)> In this case.

where £ is the fraction of the amplitude ft «which is due

to H e f f and ft, is given by

H o receives an imâginà>y p̂ ârt e

Since our phase convention assumed n o real we must redefine

the K» states as,

> - * < * • *
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which is equivalent to redefine the phase of the strange quark

field S-> <e * •

Now, £ is given by,

where we have used Kcftx/fV© ~ ""-[̂J

The controversial point in this analysis is on

the magnitude of * , since it depends on ^ , the fraction

of the amplitude A© which is due to the penguin diagram.

The question is that ̂  depends on the renormsiization point

(22)
. Gilman and Wise assume that there is a value of

for which ̂ . is large (typically | x a > r ) ana obtain for

é'/fe / values in the range,

(23)
Another approach £OT calculating the imagi-

nary part of Ho f gives \^/&| smaller, in the range,
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U 5*00
(IV.7)

The limit obtained in current experiments is»

* To * b u t i?orthctonl inS experiments'24* should be able

to determine t/<r to the fraction of a percent level .

\ It \i important to knov £/ fc since i t has the

sane sign as sin O . I F 6/ér turns out to be negative,

then Tt<á<*X and tJie constraints ont9xand 0 ^ would be

severe in this case.. ' . ' , . ' •

2. The neutron ElectHc Dipole Moment in the K.M. Model.

There ar-¿ two types of calculations» one i s the

calculation of the electric dipole moment of a single» isola»

ted quark* * ' and the other i s the calculation of electric

dipole of a di-quark system interacting by the exchange of a

(27)V boson

to order

The single quark electric dipole moment is zero

2. .(Pig.4)» since the overall diagram i s real and
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the electric dipole moment must be imaginary, thanks to the

hermiticity o£ the electromagnetic current. The diagram in

fig. 4a is real since it gives a contribution proportional to

... designate the quark Flavour)f

In 4 order it is possible to have a non-vanisli

ing electric dipole moment (Pig.4b) since now,

u&r Vi* ̂ r* iíçrf) in.»

and due to the GIM mechanism T(&P' ) depends on

We can see from this that the electric dipole moment of a

single quark would vanish if two quarks of the same charge

have equal mass»

(26)However, Shabalin has pointed out that,

neglecting strong interactions, the electric dipole moment in

4 order has to vanish. His argument is very simple and we

illustrate it here. The general structure of a diagram



' : ' " . - • '• . ' . ' " • ',.• " . 2 2 .

. ' • " • * • • .

• • • t ¡ í " ' ' •

f

to the àipòle moment in A order is shown in
* i ' ' ' •

We denote by. É, L, C and R the external, left»
. . . •

' . • , • ' • -

. • . . • • • ' • '

and aright quark, flavours respectively. The dipole

: is obtained'by inserting the photon in all possible

.1 It is cléai4 that, the diagram in Pig.5 iS symmetric
^íiàíir the inteirehange L * ^ R* b u t t n e « lectr ic dipole moment

p 'imaginary/part -of. -Fig. s»f that i s , there is a term
' % ; ; ; / . . . . - . , . ' . - . • ; • ' • . • . ' , . ' . . ' . • ' • • •

lptft>t>ortioñal tõV '••'•'. ". •'.

(IV.

Lv 4 • • • • • • • U

4r**^ » therefor*

summing ov«l* a l l possible intermediate flavours and since

x*t are no pthei» factors' distinguishing these intermediate

ve: have that the e lect r ic dipole moment of a single

quark,, must vanish in the Kobayashi-Maskawa model,

.i. igñorirtg strong radiâtice correct ions , vhich von Id
» ' • * * ' ' •

be; a'i £ £ icul t to es t imat e , any way!
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Confronted with this negative result, what

(27)
should we do? Shabalin and others have noticed that

there is still a non-vanishing contribution to the neutron

electric dipole moment coning from the fact that quarks are

not isolated inside the neutron and can exchange w-bosons

thus forming a correlated diquark state. A typical diagram

contributing to the electric dipole moment of such a diquark

system is shown in (Pig.6). The authors of Ref.27 have calcu-

lated this contribution using different techniques, and have

found a very small electric dipole moment for the neutron,

of the order, '

-24well below the current experimental upper bound of 10 e cm.

3. Conclusions on the Kobayashi-Maskawa Model

The Kobayashi-Maskawa model is unable to explain

the magnitude of the CP violation, put it into another way,
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why .ire the angles so small7 However» it describes the V^-K

system fairly well. It remains to be seen experimentally if

IT fé is different fro» zero and by how much.

the neutron" electric dipole moment is safely

small and this is a place where other models make a defini-

tely different prediction (see Section V below). Coming to

the possibility of CP violation in other systems ( D°- §̂ >

) , it is expected that the CP violation effects in the

«ill be very difficult to find while those in the

are amenable to experimental detection

V* Spontaneous CP Violation

Why should we insist on this mechanism? The

answer to this question is that, as we have just seen, there

is no reason to be completely happy with the Kobayashi-Maska-

wa model and that eventually we will have to face more compU

cated Higgs systems, when we consider the Grand Unified The-

orles , or mechanisms for dynamical symmetry breaking

which necessarily lead to more a complicated Higgs sector .'



A systematic description of CP violation using

an enlarged Higgs sector was given by Anselra and Ural'tev' ;

whose analysis we follow below.

To start with we must know how many Higgs dou-

blets to include in our model. The condition of natural fla-

(31)vour conservation (NFC) ' implies that we should consider

three or more Higgs doublets.

Let us now briefly review what is understood by

NFC. The idea is to generalize the simple GIM mechanism and

suppress, in a natural way, neutral flavour changing interac-

tions, where, by natural, it is meant that this suppression

must hold independently of arbitrary values for the masses

and mixing angles of fermions of a given charge and helicity.

Natural flavour conservation is thus a property rhich has

only to do with particular assignement given to the fermions

and their couplings to the Higgs bosons. The conditions for

(31)N.F.C. were ipelled out by Glashow and Weinberg and others '

and are the following:

a. All the fermions of a given charge and helicity must

occur in equivalent representations of the gauge group 6.
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b. They «ust ali have the sane group-theoretical

weights vithifc their representations» This is better illustra

ted in the GlM mechanism: all left-handed fermions are §U(2)

i so doublets', all right -handed feraions are isosinglets and

all helicity states of a given charge have identical X¿and /•

c. To avoid neutral flavour changing interactions •.' '

*ediated by Higgs exchange, all fenaions of a given charge

and helicity East acquire their «asses from the same Higgs

f i e l d . • ' •"•''. • • ' - • - . . . • ' .

In thefollowing ve will consider the ease of
' ' ' « • ' .

spontaneous CP violation for the 6~quark model obeying NFC,

i.e.» ve require that CP violation be spontaneous and that

all couplings obey NFC. These conditions imply:^ '

1. the robayashi-Maskava matrix is real.

2. At least three Higgs doublets are needed in order

to have CP violation.

3. The third Higgs doublet does not couple to quarks

but its presence is needed for CP violation to .

occur. " '• *



Mow, for the details of the model let us first in tro

âuce some notation. Call U ¿ and A^U.**»*!*) the states

with definite third component of weak isospin, . The phys-

ical quarks, with definite masses vil 1 be denoted by i*-.«.,t

and «*i*ife . The «ost general Yukawa coupling consistent

with NFC is of the form.

-tc Í

(V.I)

The requirement of spontaneous CP violation
p (U)

imply that the 1¿^ are real.

After spontaneous breakdown of symmetry, the

Higgs field acquire a non-vanishing vaccum expectation value,

(V.2)



Ihé physical quarks (¿¿¡¿¿1* ahd Oik**) are

obtained from li; and oL¿ by independent unitary transforma

tions on left aha right handed components, leading to a Kobaya

shi-Maskawa matrix which is real since th« imposition of spon-

taneous CP violation forces all I * to be real. The Yukava

couplings of the quarks to the charged Higgs fields can be

w r i t t e n a s » . ' •• -.-; .. ' • •...'••

^

1
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where Ttt- is the mass of quark Q and C¿=6o©¿and S¿-í¿*£t-

Prom (V.3) ire do not know if CP is Violated. In

order to decide on this problem we must remember that CP. and

(D are not states with a definite mass, but rather are a li-

near combination (with possibly complex coefficients) of phys

ical Higgs states vith definite mass analogously to what hap-

pens for the mixing matrix of the quarks. The important point

to notice is that the requirement of spontaneous breakdown of

CP does not imply that the mixing matrix for the Higgs sector

is real, provided we have at least three Higgs doublets (the

counting of phases is here the same as the one previously

applied for the K.M. matrix). Let us now prove this statement.

For this we start with the most general, gauge invariant, re nor

malizable and invariant under tft"*"
<P¿ » Hi99* potential,
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V - -

f 4)

CP invari ance implies that for SOIM choice of

the phases of the <f ¿ , the coefficients k i | are real (the

others are real for hermiticily).

The Higgs fields acquire a non-vanishing vacuum

expectation value»

X l X l i (V.5)

Let us minimize the potential with respect to the phases,
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ijy phase differences wi l l Matter* We obtain.

mJj

for fen | RxtjKty > ° » t h e solution

•*-i.tn a.] r e l a t i v e phases zero correspond t o a maxima of V.

:L* Tinimtun corresponds to some non-zero phases. To see

: i ; s , ^et us consider a simple example where VCv)is syme-

i . - j . . ir <P( i f i and <P) C U u . = k i » * ^ * * > ° ) - I » t h i s

- . t í minimum of the potential corresponds to, \"\^ \*

ÚA- \h\ and ^v\s4'Xrt^* Vh**\ s ̂ '^ • •• *•« that
'»•'••• :re solutions which break CP invar i anee.

The next question is how to characterize CP vio

i-ifior: in such a system? What are the good parameters to use

(13)
i:r. characterizing CP violation? Weinberg suggested using

th iir.u<jinary part of the transition propagator at zero moraen

• i-r. i! ,,?is

(V.8)



with 4***

Zero aoaentua transfer i s relevant vhen the

«oaer ta involved are «uch less than the masses of the Higgs

bosoi s¿ However, with heavy quarks, whose masses are of the ,

ordej of, or even greater than the Massed of the Higgs bosons

we cannot use X**ftto) . tñ this ease we «ust work with the

physacal Higgs fields of definite «ass and express £** ftty)

in terms of the parameters of the Higgs mixing matrix. In

this case, we denote by Ç . the Higgs states of definite

«ass,, which are obtained fro* vfl by an unitary transform

« a t i o n , ' • ' " • • . • ; • ' . . ' • .

For details of such a procedure we refer the reader

to the paper by Ansel» and Or«l»ttv. *-.«•*« it suffices to

remaj-k some salient features of this model. First, notice that

the 'bird Higgs doublet <& does not couple to quarks and is

included to guarantee CP violation, this model predicts two, \

mass.ve charged scalar particles (of the order of â few GeV).,
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Finally, the following behaviour is obtained for the CP viola

ting parameter of the model,

T« ftrç) = I»ftto}
0 < * ) (v-9>

where Ttt|#z. are the masses of the charged Higgs scalars.

remains a free parameter of the model.

The predictions* ' , of this kind of model are:

a. |C°-jC* system.

i) CP violating effects arise from \\¿-VCj mixing and

from d i rec t decay K ^ l l T ; l ^ - l / l ^ o l Z \>O <* .

i i ) For light Higgs bosons,

i i i ) The electric dipole moment of the neutron is on

the verge of the experimental upper bound, Uc a ZMO <

so that further experimental progress could decide between

this model and the Kobayashi-Maskava one.
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Before turning to a nev subject, let u:; •-.umma-

rize the predictions of the different Models (from Pakvasa,

Ref.l).

2 Higgs 3 Biggs K.M.

could be large small small

could be large small small to medium.
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VI. The Strong CP Problem

Before the discovery of instantons ; it vas

shown that quantum chromodynamics (QCD) would necessarily

conserve P,C and T • However, the existence of a topology

cal charge destroys this attractive feature of QCD, since a

new term» the so-called d -term , can now be added to the

lagrangian.

In (VI.l), Or is the quark-gluon coupling constant»

is the field strength tensor and Is*), its dual, defined as

The new term, 03t , is C -even and P and T

odd, thus violating CP. Notice that Q)C preserves the renor

malizability of the theory; as a matter o£ fact bt can be

written as a total divergence,
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( V I . 3 )

v^ere \£^ is a gauge-variant current,

Being a total divergence, the new term & £ does.

Hot contribute to the equations of motion and it is difficult

to see how the presence of such a term can be felt in ordina-

ty perturbation theory. However, due to the existence of ins-

tantons, this total divergence contributes to the action since

(32)the topological charge, defined as '

& • I •"&*' (VI-5)

Is non-vanishing,
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The ** -parameter should not be regarded as an

ordinary coupling constant,especially if one sees the emer-

gence of 0 as a quantization ambiguity, as pointed out by

Rothe and Swieca . For instance, we would expect Q to

have different renormalization properties from the ordinary

coupling constants in the Lagrangian.

The most troublesome aspect of the fc? -term is

(36)
its connection to the Adler-Bell-jackiw (ABJ)V ' anomaly,

which appears in the divergence of the axial-vector current.

? ( f ° r raassless (VI.6)
quarks) K }

Because of the connection between (VI.6) and

the 0 -term in (VI.1), f\<( is not invariant under the

global unitary chiral transformations that are needed in or-

der to make the quark mass matrix real, free of "^j- terms

and diagonal. Consider, for illustration, the case of a

single flavour, for which we have the most general mass term,

(VI.7)
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with **© real. This mass term can be ma<je real and ̂ ->iree

by perioiming the global chiral rotation, .

(VI.8)

Now, under (VI.8), the action suffers a varia

tion,

•

• t

Therefore the net effect of the chiral rota

tion (VI.8) is to transform the full QCD lâgrangian to.

making the mass term real, at the expense of changing the

parameter to ̂ * * . In the case where ve have more than one

flavour the above result generalizes to,

© -f - . „ — _ ,.L (VI. 12)
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\s.T,e"fc "\!_ is the coefficient of • jf* in the decomposition

matrix into

f'rom the above discussion, it is clear that

there are some possibilities for rotating w away. This could

be achieved if/ for some reason, the Lagrangian of OCD is

invariant under (VI.8). This would be the case if one of the

quarks is massless. This possibility is in conflict with the

(37)current algebra constraints on the quark masses . Another

(38)suggestion was put forward by Peccei 4md Quinn , who consul

dered OCD plus the standard electroweak interaction model

extended in such a way as to have an extra u(l) global chiral

symmetry, which is spontaneously broken. This mechanism allows

to be rotated to zero but it predicts the existence of a

(39)light pseudo-Goldstone boson ,' the axion, which is not seen

(40)

e x p e r i m e n t a l l y . , . •

It seems that there is no way out and that one

is really confronted with the problem of strong CP violation.

The question is then, how large are the effects

oí the 9 -term? After allr they could be so small that we
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should not bother about then.

Unfortunately, theO -tern does have a sizeable

effect as is seen, for instance, in its contribution to the

electric dipole moment of the neutron, calculated by the

authors of Ref.41, using different techniques. Their result

is that the 6 -tern gives rise to an electric dipole moment

He " ' ^ ^ Õ ««a*, which in view of the experimental

upper bound ' , forces Ô to be,

(VI.13)

Why is 9 so small? This is especially diffi-

cult to answer since, as we have seen, the Ô -term is con-

nected, through (VI.12) to what happens in the flavour sector

of the theory (QCD + electroweak). Therefore, in the presence

of the CP violating weak interactions, v is generally non-

vanishing, since CUA&fc<At.^O . This forces a distinc-

tion between models of hard CP violation, where the CP viola-

tion cones from pieces in the Lagrangian with dimension 4, as

in the K.M. model, and models of soft CP violation like
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those where CP is spontaneously broken» In the case of hard

CP violation* , © would receive infinite contributions

from 0+A dttlAi • On the other hand, soft CP violation models

give a finite and calculable contribution to 0 ^ 4 , the

problem now being that it is difficult to construct a realis

tic Model in which 0 is smaller than 10 • In the aodel

discussed in section V , 0 is estimated ' to be around

10 , which is obviously unsatisfactory.

The overall picture of this problem is clearly

confusing. First of all, we have the puzzling interplay of

long-range physics(surface tern and instanton effects) and

short-range physics (contributions to from electroweak

interactions). It seems that the A.B.J. anomaly is the bridge

between long and short distances, the anomaly itself being a

short-distance effect. In this respect, it would be illustra-

tive to finish this section by mentioning a puzzling result

(41)
of Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov* ', which exhibits the

interplay between short and long-range effects in the strong-

CP problem. These authors showed that if one allows the Pauli-
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Viliars regulator fields to have a complex mass term, then

the effective 0 -parameter which enters in the theory, is

given by,

= ©

«here ™ L is the sane as fl\, » but for the regulator fields

which are used to regularize the theory at short-distances.

The result (VI.14) clearly shows the necessity for neutraliz-

ing the effect of the 0 -term. Most probably the solution of

the strong-CP problem will come out when we consider the uni-

fication of OCD with the other interactions, since the 0 term

depends on the quark masses and these are thought to be out-

(44)
side the realm of pure QCD .
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VII. Magnetic Charges and CP Violation

I Swould like to present in this last section,

some speculations of my own, on a possible connection between

CP violation and the existence of magnetic charges in non-
(45)

abelian gauge theories :

Since Dirac introduced in 1931 the concept

of a single isolated magnetic charge, it has been recognized

that the simultaneous existence of eletrically and magnetically

charged particles, vould imply a violation of the discrete

symmetries P ahd.T, due to the different transformation pro-

prieties of the, electric and magnetic fields under spatial

(47)and temporal reflections1 ;

It is well known that the point magnetic monop£

les of the usual electromagnetism are very singular objects

whose handling presents serious difficulties . This situa-

tion has been drastically changed with the discovery by

•t Hooft and Polyakov of non-singular, finite energy and

topologically'Stable classical solutions of the Yang-Mills



field equations» which carry a magnetic charge, obeying the

quantization condition,

€ $ = W (VII. 1)

(AQ\

Some years ago, Montonen and Olive ' have

*ade a conjecture, in the context of an SO(3) gauge theory,

broken down to U(l) by a real Higgs field in the triplet

representation.This is the model in which *t Hooft and Polyakov

found their topologically stable magnetic monopole. The con-

jecture of Montonen and Olive is that there is another SO(3)

gauge theory, with gauge coupling constant ¿L-WC,where

the magnetic monopoles (monopole + anti-monopole), belonging

to the soliton sector of the original S0(3) theory, plus the

original photon, form a gauge triplet. This would be a non-

abeiian generalization of the dual invariance between electric

and magnetic charges in v U ) electromagnet ism.

The identification of the soliton sector of a
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Mieor with the elementary fields of a "dual" theory, is a

phenomenon occuring in the Sine-Gordon-Massive Thirring Model

relat onship, Where the field ^ of the Thirring model is

the quantum field operator for the soliton of the Sine-Gordon

(50)Theor/ . Montonen and Olive, inspired by this ununsual

relationship between topological and Noetheri an charges, conjee

rurec that it Could be realized in four-dimensions by a dual

gauge theory of magnetic monopoles (the dual theory) in the

^ense described above.

The original theory is described by the follow-

ing U3(3) gauge invariant lagrangian.

^ ill-*)1
( V I I . 2 )

vhere,

In the ground state
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(VIL 3)

The 50(3) symmetry breaks down to U(l) since \D

must point in a particular direction in the group space. The

physical spectrum of the theory, after choosing

is,

particle field * mass electric charge spin

photon * * I W { " 0 0 *•

vector bosons:

Higgs particle:

The lagrangian, written in terms of these fields

contains a piece, describing the interaction of the photon vith

the vector bosons via a magnetic dipole coupling; '
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shoving that the heavy vector bosons have a magnetic dipole

moment»

~ (VII.7)

The soliton sector of the original theory con-

tains a monopole and an anti-monopole whose masses are, in

the Bogolmony-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) limit ( *>-* D * «

fixed) <»>

(VII.8)

where <Jr

According to the conjecture these monopoles

should be the heavy vector gauge bosons of a dual S0(3) theo-

ry, so that they must have spin-one, a characteristic which

ran not be checked at the classical level # Now we come to «y

speculation concerning CP violation in such scheme. If tht

magnetic monopoles carry spin-one then, in the dual theory,

we have an electric dipole coupling of the monopole-gauge
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bosons with the same photon fro» the original theory, exac

tly analogous to (VII.6) but now with the replacements <J.-i

^P «^ C s ̂  £ Tvi* * ̂ n e int'Ŝ ĉtion tern

read,

**/ m. : - r* üâ1* *A
' (VII.9)

where fit- is the quantu» field operator of the monopole in

the dual theory.

The coupling (VII.9) implies an electric dipole

woment for the monopoles.

i
The presence of such an electric dipole moment signals the

existence of CP violation in this scheme.

Let us now estimate the magnitude of the elec-

tric dipole moment of the monopoles. since the so(3) theory

is unrealistic, we consider for the sake of illustration, the

case of a SU(5) theory which is a serious candidate for unif^

(29)
ing the strong and the electroweak interactions . For this
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•oJel , the massive gauge bosons have a mass f^¿2£ 10 Crt\J

which would imply GL ~ 3 MO G-eV má ?rom (VI1 • 1 0) t

Cr 11

<io C M . (vii.ID

. The crucial problem that has to be solved before

Making contact with reality, is to know how the original the©

ry and the dual one communicate. For this, we would have to

introduce fermions in both theories, in such a way that the

electric dipole moment of the,magnetic monopole can be "trans

ferred" to a physical fermion. This we still do not know how

to do, we can only guess that due to the extremely heavy mass

of the monopole, its interaction with fermions would simulate

a four-fermion coupling and consequently the electric dipole

Moment of the fermion would be of the same order of magnitude

—29
at the dipole moment of the monopole ( i.e., around 10 c

This brings up the possibility of having fermions carrying a

magnetic charge in the dual theory and we could then make use

(54)
of the recent schemes for preon binding via magnetic force** ;
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It is amusing to notice that the duality scheme presented

above would realize a picture suggested by Schvinger ,

who proposed a short-range interaction which could provide

for an exchange of magnetic charge between his d/or5, n.uch

in the same way as the usual weak interactions provide for an

exchange of electric charge between ordinary fermions!
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Figure Captions

Pig.l - The box diagram contributing to IK°-VC° mixing in the

standard model,'17»18)

^ * ( 1 8 )
Pig.2 - Zveig violating decay contributing to K^.-»**.

Fig.3 - Penguin diagrams which contribute to CP violation in

1/ ,-B- ( 2 2 ' 2 3 )

the decay amplitude for V\i.-*¿TC
fig.4 . (a) Second order weak interaction contribution to the

(18)
quark electric dipole moment.

Lbut

(18,26)

(b) Example o£ • 4 order contribution to the electric

dipole maaent of a single quark.

Pig.5 - General 4 order contribution to the electric dipole

moment of a quark. For notation, see the text.

Pig. 6- Example of a 4 order contribution to the neutron
(27)electric dipole moment involving a di-quark system. '
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